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ABSTRACT

The Micro-X High Resolution Microcalorimeter X-ray Imaging Rocket is a sounding rocket experiment that will
combine a transition-edge-sensor X-ray-microcalorimeter array with a conical imaging mirror to obtain high-
spectral-resolution images of extended X-ray sources. The target for Micro-X’s first flight (slated for January
2013) is the Puppis A supernova remnant. The Micro-X observation of the bright eastern knot of Puppis A will
obtain a line-dominated spectrum with up to 27,000 counts collected in 300 seconds at 2 eV resolution across
the 0.3-2.5 keV band. Micro-X will determine the thermodynamic and ionization state of the plasma, search
for line shifts and broadening associated with dynamical processes, and seek evidence of ejecta enhancement.
We describe the progress made in developing this payload, including the detector, cryogenics, and electronics
assemblies.

Keywords: Supernova Remnants, Puppis A, X-ray, Transition Edge Sensor, Microcalorimeter, Sounding Rock-
ets

1. INTRODUCTION

Micro-X is a sounding rocket payload that will fly the first transition-edge sensor (TES) microcalorimeter in
space and obtain breakthrough science from high spectral resolution observations of extended X-ray sources.
This payload has been in design and development for the last five years and is now built and undergoing
integration; its first flight (designated µX-F1) will be in January, 2013.

The scientific payload consists of a Transition Edge Sensor (TES) microcalorimeter array at the focus of
a flight-proven conical imaging mirror. Micro-X capitalizes on three decades of NASA investment in the de-
velopment of microcalorimeters and X-ray imaging optics. Micro-X offers a unique combination of bandpass,
collecting area, spectral and angular resolution. The spectral resolution goal across the 0.2–3.0 keV band is 2–
4 eV Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). The measured angular resolution of the mirror is 2.4′ Half-Power
Diameter (HPD). The effective area of the mirror and filter optical system, 300 cm2 at 1 keV, is sufficient to
provide observations of unprecedented quality of several astrophysical X-ray sources, even in a brief sounding
rocket exposure of 300 s.
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Figure 1. Top: Three-color image of Puppis A.1 Red, green,
and blue correspond to 0.5–0.7 keV (mostly oxygen K-shell
lines), 0.7–1.2 keV (mostly Ne K-shell lines), and 1.2–5.0
keV bands, respectively. The boxes are the 11.8′ Micro-X
fields of view overlaid on the positions of the Si ejecta knot
and the bright eastern knot (BEK). Inset left: Chandra

ACIS image of the BEK, where the complex structure of the
knot is apparent. Inset right: Equivalent width (EQW)
image of the Si blend near 1.86 keV from the Suzaku Ob-
servatory that delineates the ejecta knot.2 Bottom: Simu-
lated Micro-X spectra from a 300 s observation of the Puppis
A silicon knot region in red, with the Chandra spectrum in
black. The inset shows the oxygen He-like triplet, clearly
separable with 4 eV resolution. It also shows a 1500 km/s
velocity blue shifted spectrum, showing the velocity resolu-
tion of the instrument.

Our scientific program will focus on supernova rem-
nants (SNRs), whose spatial extent has made high-
energy resolution observations with grating instruments
extremely challenging. X-ray observations of SNRs
with microcalorimeters will enable the study of the de-
tailed atomic physics of the plasma; the determination
of temperature, turbulence, and elemental abundances;
searches for other processes such as charge exchange or
signatures of particle acceleration; and in conjunction
with historical data, full three dimensional mapping of
the kinematics of the remnant. These capabilities will
open new avenues towards understanding the explosion
mechanisms of supernovae and their roles in element
injection into galaxies, their evolution into SNRs, their
interactions with their environments, and finally their
roles as particle accelerators. For µX-F1 and µX-F2,
we will observe the Puppis A bright eastern knot (BEK)
and a Puppis A ejecta region.

With Micro-X, we have designed a versatile pay-
load capable of providing high-resolution science and
a testbed for new technology. Micro-X is an excel-
lent vehicle for advancing the technological readiness
of transition-edge sensor microcalorimeter technology
in a real flight environment and aid in the under-
standing and development of future flight-qualified mi-
crocalorimeter systems for larger orbiting missions.

2. HARDWARE

We have designed and built an X-ray imaging spec-
trometer coupled to a grazing-incidence optic capable
of high-resolution spectroscopy of diffuse, extended ob-
jects. In this section we begin by giving an update of
the current status of our payload as we work towards
the launch in January 2013. We then describe the sub-
systems comprising the Micro-X science instrument.

2.1 Micro-X Project Status Summary

Over the last two proposal periods we have taken the
Micro-X payload from a paper concept to a space tele-
scope currently in integration and testing (I&T). En-
gineering models and flight versions of the subsystems
have been built and tested. Integration efforts uncov-
ered a number of issues, large and small, that prompted
redesigns or modifications of various subsystem parts.
To provide the necessary time to implement these mod-
ifications, the launch date was moved to January 2013.

Although problems are a normal part of every tech-
nology development process going from a laboratory
system to a flight system, they have taken longer than expected. Even so, as shown in Figure 2(left) we have
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Figure 2. Left: Measured average pulse response from 5.9 keV calibration X-rays of seven Micro-X pixels. This multiplexed
data is from the detector in the Micro-X flight cryostat and read out by the flight electronics. The pulses have been offset
on the y-axis for clarity. Right: Data and model for room-temperature vibration test of the Micro-X flight cryostat.
Dashed line is the input sine wave acceleration, gray solid line is the data collected from an accelerometer on the detector
stage of the cryostat, and the black solid line is the best-fit curve for a 6-element single-axis vibrational model of the
rocket and cryostat.

successfully integrated the detector system and are now taking pulse data on the flight cryostat, reading multi-
plexed TESs through the flight electronics and passing it through our Telemetry Simulator into our computers,
testing the data path during actual flight.

We recently subjected the flight cryostat to vibration testing at the NASAWallops Flight Facility. Both room-
temperature and cryogenic tests were done, with full random vibe tests in the thrust axis. No mechanical failures
occurred, all electrical connections, including those to the detector stage, magnet, and thermometry, survived
the test without incident. We did see excessive heating of the detector stage during the cryogenic test, which we
are investigating. The room-temperature sine sweep data for the detector stage is shown in Figure 2(right). The
best-fit linear model with 6 masses representing the various components of the rocket skin / cryostat assembly is
also shown. Good agreement is seen between the data and the simple linear model. Preliminary fits to the data
point to a higher-than-desired resonant frequency of the cryostat, which is suspended from the rocket skin by
vibration dampers. A resonance of the detector system between 300-400 Hz is not predicted in our model and
is under investigation. Several minor modifications are possible that would change the resonant frequencies so
as to minimize the heating of the detectors during launch. These are under evaluation and will be implemented
soon.

I&T and Calibration will continue until November, when the science instrument will be shipped to Wallops
Flight Facility for the pre-integration review (PIR) and full payload I&T. The payload will then be shipped to
the White Sands Missile Range for launch in mid-January.

2.2 Payload Overview

The Micro-X payload consists of the science instrument, which has been developed and built by the Micro-X
collaboration, and standard systems for telemetry, boost guidance, attitude control and payload recovery. These
standard systems will be supplied by NASA. A CAD rendering of the entire payload is shown in Figure 3.

Micro-X successfully passed the NSROC design review in February 2010. Micro-X will be launched by a
Terrier MK70 Black Brant MK1 (Mod 2) booster from the White Sands Missile Range. The total payload mass
is 556 kg. The flight performance simulation determined that this configuration will reach an altitude of 283 km
with 330 s above 160 km, some 10% more time than the 300 s estimate used in the science simulations.
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Figure 3. The Micro-X payload. The segments shown include the parachute recovery system (ORSA), the attitude control
system (ACS), boost guidance, telemetry, and the science instrument.

2.3 The Micro-X Science Instrument Overview

Figure 4 shows the Micro-X science instrument and some of the fabricated hardware. The main components
of the Micro-X science instrument are the avionics assembly (Figure 4b-c) for reading out the detectors and
controlling the Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR), the flight cryostat which houses the ADR and
the TES microcalorimeter array (Figure 4e-g), the optical bench, and the X-ray mirror (Figure 4d). X-rays enter
the system from the aft end of the payload. A shutter door sealing the payload is opened at an altitude of 95
km, once the two-stage rocket motor has been jettisoned.

Due to their respective diameters, the mirror, the optical bench and the ADR dewar are accommodated
inside a 22 inch diameter skin. All other skin sections are 17.26 inches in diameter. The aft section, housing the
optical bench and the X-ray mirror, is hermetic and can be evacuated before launch.

The ADR dewar is located in the vented section at the forward end of the instrument. The hermetic and the
vented part are separated from each other by an aluminum bulkhead (Figure 4a), which is the main structural
part of the instrument. X-rays can pass through the bulkhead from the mirror to the detector inside the cryostat
through a valve in the center of the bulkhead. This valve is opened in space at an altitude of 160 km and allows
the observation to begin.

Signals from the detectors are processed in multiplexing electronics in the avionics section at the forward
end of the science instrument. The technical specifications of the Micro-X telescope and the entire payload are
summarized in Table 1. The target energy resolution is 2–4 eV. Although 4 eV resolution is sufficient for the
science measurements, the additional resolution allows tighter constraints to be placed on measured parameters,
allows fainter lines to be resolved in the line-rich regions of the spectrum enabling elemental abundance mapping
of less abundant elements, and aids in separating kinematically distinct components of the plasma through
doppler shifts.

2.4 Detectors
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Figure 5. Schematic of a mi-
crocalorimeter.

Microcalorimeters are low-temperature photon or particle detectors. An ab-
sorber is connected to a low-temperature cold bath through a weak thermal
link as depicted in Figure 5. When a photon is incident on the absorber,
the photon’s energy is converted into thermal energy causing the absorber’s
temperature to rise; it subsequently cools as heat flows out of the absorber
and into the cold bath. The graph on the right of Figure 5 shows a typical
“pulse” response, where the pulse height is proportional to the energy of the
photon. Figure 2 shows actual responses from seven different detector pixels
as measured in our flight system.

To obtain a precise measurement of the photon energy, we employ a sen-
sitive thermometer to measure each temperature pulse. For Micro-X we use
a TES as the thermometer element. A TES uses a thin superconducting film
biased in its superconducting-to-normal transition, a region in which the film
resistance has a very strong dependence on temperature. By applying the
proper bias voltage to the TES, the device can be made to self-regulate in the very narrow transition and thus
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Figure 3: The construction of the Micro-X science instrument flight hardware has been completed; the instrument is 

currently being tested and calibrated. 
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Figure 4. Micro-X science instrument and some of the fabricated hardware.
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Energy Resolution Target: 2–4 eV over science band pass

Operating Bath Temperature Target: 50 mK

Detector Geometry 128 pixels in a quasi-circular arrangement (7.2 mm diameter)

Pixel Size 590 µm × 590 µm

Band Pass 0.2–3 keV

Effective Area 300 cm2 @ 1 keV

Point Spread Function (PSF) 2.4 arcmin HPD

Focal Length 2100 mm

Field of View 11.8 arcmin (0.98 arcmin per pixel)

Payload Length 7.9 m

Payload Diameter 22 in (optics section) and 17.26 in (avionics and service systems)

Payload Mass 556 kg

Booster 1st Stage: Terrier MK70, 2nd Stage: Black Brant VC MK1

Time Above 160 km 330 s

Apogee 283 km

Attitude Control System GLN-MAC gyro and flight computer; celestial ACS with ST-5000 star
(ACS) tracker and bi-level cold gas thrusters

expected pointing stability ∼10 arcsec FWHM

Telemetry Three independent S-band TM links (1.5 Mbit/s WFF-93 PCM encoder
for housekeeping and two 20 Mbit/s MV PCM encoders for science data).

On-board Data Storage 16 GB

Power for science instrument Batteries with a total capacity of 21.4 Ah @ 28 VDC

Table 1. Technical specifications for the Micro-X science instrument and payload.

create very high temperature sensitivity. TES microcalorimeter arrays have successfully achieved X-ray energy
resolutions of < 2 eV Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) for arrays containing up to 1024 pixels.3–6

2.4.1 Detectors for Micro-X

The Micro-X array design consists of a 128-pixel array of 0.59 mm × 0.59 mm pixels on a 0.6 mm pitch giving
a 97% fill fraction and essentially 100% quantum efficiency in the 0.2–3.0 keV bandpass. Coupled to the 2.1 m
focal-length mirror, the plate scale is 0.98′ per pixel providing an 11.8′ field of view.

Figure 6 shows a photograph of one of the flight-candidate detector arrays. The Au/Bi X-ray absorbers sit
in the center of the silicon chip. The absorbers can be readily integrated into the fabrication process to provide
optimum heat capacity and X-ray opacity. Of the 144 pixels, 16 of the corner pixels will not be read-out during
flight, since our electronics chain is designed for an 128-element array. The oval and triangular shapes at the left
of the chip are through holes in the silicon to enable our kinematic mounting scheme (see §2.6.2).

Hidden underneath each of the absorbers is a TES made from a Mo/Au proximity-effect bilayer that is 250 nm
thick and 140× 140 µm2 in area. Each TES sits on a thin SiN membrane, which acts as the weak thermal link
between the device and the surrounding silicon (the cold thermal sink). Five posts sit on the SiN membrane
and/or TES and mechanically support the overhanging X-ray absorber. Aside from these five absorber-contact
regions, the absorber is on a plane several microns above the plane of the TES, wiring, and substrate. Figure 6
shows the corner of one of the pixels, where the absorber is cantilevered above the substrate.

We have successfully fabricated flight-candidate arrays and additional spares and test arrays. We have arrays
with various superconducting transition temperatures (Tc’s) so that we can choose an array that will match the
best-achievable performance of the flight dewar (see §2.6.1). The array that has demonstrated the best spectral
performance, ∆EFWHM ≈ 3 eV at 1.5 keV, has Tc = 71 mK and requires a bath temperature of Tb = 50 mK.
An alternate array with Tc = 120 mK has a resolution of ≈ 4 eV and only needs to be cooled to Tb > 70 mK to
achieve this performance.

The detector array will be housed in the Front-End Assembly (FEA; see §2.6.2), which provides mechanical
and thermal staging of the TES array and the front-end SQUID amplifiers.
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2.5 Readout Electronics

Figure 6. Top: The Micro-X detector array
chip. The chip dimensions are 19 mm ×

15 mm. Bottom: SEM of the corner of a
pixel.

TESs are usually read out with superconducting-quantum-
interference devices (SQUIDs). An inductively-coupled SQUID cur-
rent amplifier is well-matched to a TES, both because of its low noise
and its low input impedance. The conventional readout scheme for
a single TES detector employs a single SQUID, connected to a series
array (100 SQUIDs in series), which amplifies the signal to a level at
which it can be handled by room-temperature electronics. A SQUID
multiplexing scheme reduces the number of wires (and thus the heat
load) to the detector stage, easing the requirements on the cryogenic
system. NIST has developed a time-division SQUID multiplexing
(TDM) architecture to read out large arrays of TESs.7–9 For Micro-
X, the Co-I teams at NIST and GFSC have developed a 64-channel
TDM SQUID MUX system consisting of 4 readout columns, each
reading out 16 detectors. Two fully independent readout systems
are implemented to read out the 128-pixel detector array. These sep-
arate readouts also have separate power supplies, and go to separate
telemetry systems. Thus two completely independent science chains
take signals from the detectors to the telemetry. This design miti-
gates risk as a complete failure of a readout system would result in
only half of the detector data being lost.

Each of the four readout columns in each science chain has
its own NIST 1-column multiplexer chip, which has 33 first-stage
SQUID rows.7 Only 16 rows per chip are used. A specially designed
NIST four-channel SQUID series-array module (based on previous
work10,11) amplifies the column signals to a level that is well-matched
to our room temperature electronics.

NIST designed and built the room-temperature electronics, which include the final amplification stage and
digital sampling of the column readout and the digital feedback and row-switching drivers. The core of the system
is the digital-feedback card. A row-address card switches the first-stage-SQUID bias signals synchronously with
application of the feedback signal. A bias card based on the row-address card provides DC bias functionality for
the SQUIDs and TES detectors.

GSFC has developed the Master Control Board (MCB). The MCB has several tasks; it handles the science
chain system control, receives and processes both the science data and instrument housekeeping data, handles
the on-board storage of the data as well as provides the data stream to the telemetry system on the rocket.
Additionally the MCB also provides the Ground Support Equipment (GSE) interface to the instrument. There
is one MCB for each 64-channel science chain.

The science data passes through the MCB, which records the full data stream (∼ 66 Mb/s per science chain)
to on-board flash memory, allowing for subsequent analysis of the complete data set. The MCB will also send
a downsampled version of the data stream to the telemetry system of the rocket, which has a bandwidth of
∼ 20 Mb/s per science chain. Data from 60% of the pixels will be sent down through the telemetry, although all
pixels are stored to on-board flash memory. Pictures of an operational MUX stack with feedback, row address
and MCB cards are shown in Figure 4c.

2.6 Cryogenic Systems

The Micro-X cryogenic system is in a mature state, having been commissioned and improved through several
small changes in both design and implementation. The flight system has been manufactured and assembled,
and is now in an advanced state of testing. The cryogenic system is based on the very successful XQC sounding
rocket refrigerator, which provided a low risk starting point for the development of the Micro-X cryostat. Several
key areas were redesigned to fulfill the unique requirements of the TESs and MUX readout.
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2.6.1 The Micro-X Cryostat

The Micro-X cryostat houses the detector array and the SQUID readout. It provides a stable heat sink for the
detector array at a temperature of 50 mK. The entire system is pre-cooled with a pumped liquid He bath. The
liquid He bath also serves as a heat intercept at a temperature of 1.6 K. Cooling to the detector array’s operating
temperature of 50 mK is achieved with a single stage ADR. Photos and a CAD rendering of the Micro-X cryostat
are shown in Figures 4 and 7, respectively.

The He tank has a volume of 6 liters and a hold time of nearly 13 hours at 1.6 K, which is considerably more
than what is required for both calibration runs and flight operations. The flight helium tank has been extensively
tested. It is suspended by three G10 tubes, which provide stiff mechanical support and a high degree of thermal
insulation.

Figure 7. Cross section of the Micro-X cryostat and the ADR insert.
Pictures of the fabricated hardware are shown in Figure 4.

The cold stage of the ADR consists of
the salt pill, which contains the param-
agnetic refrigerant, the Front End Assem-
bly (FEA) with the detector array, a cold
finger for thermal connection between the
two, and a mechanical support structure.
The salt pill is located inside the bore of a
4 T superconducting solenoid magnet. The
Ferric-Ammonium-Alum (FAA) salt crys-
tals in the salt pill are grown around several
hundred gold wires to provide a good ther-
mal contact to the metal parts of the detec-
tor assembly. The first salt pill built for the
Micro-X payload reaches base temperatures
below 50 mK, and is currently used for lab-
oratory testing. For flight, a new salt pill is
being constructed with improved manufac-
turing techniques, which will lead to hold
times at the operating temperature in ex-
cess of several hours.

The cold stage is mechanically sus-
pended by Kevlar strings. This suspension
system must withstand launch loads, while
at the same time conducting very little heat
from the He bath to the ADR cold stage. In
addition, the Kevlar suspension is part of
a three-stage vibration suppression system
which keeps mechanical energy from be-
ing transmitted from the rocket skin to the
detector system during powered flight.12,13

Mechanical tests showed the current design
can withstand 20 times the expected launch
loads. The magnet, part of the suspension system and the salt pill can be seen in Figure 4e. The dewar is at-
tached to the rocket skin using shock mounts with a 40 Hz resonant frequency. The G10 support of the He tank
has been designed to resonate at 100 Hz, and the Kevlar suspended detector system at frequencies above 300 Hz.
The recent vibration tests to measure these design frequencies was discussed in Section 2.1.

The ADR control electronics have been provided by our collaborators at Wisconsin from a spare set of the
XQC sounding rocket electronics. The XQC system has demonstrated ±210 nK RMS temperature stability at 60
mK within 10 s of re-enabling temperature regulation.14 This is an order of magnitude better than the stability
required by the TES detector system. This system has been bench-top tested and is awaiting integration with
the flight dewar at MIT.
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Since TESs are sensitive to magnetic fields, the detector array has to be well shielded from the magnetic field
generated by the ADR’s magnet. We have designed the ADR to the requirement that the maximum field at the
detector array must not exceed 100 nT while the microcalorimeters are operating. This is achieved by distancing
the detectors from the magnet by a few inches, incorporating an active “bucking coil” in the magnet design
which lowers the field in the region where the detectors reside, and incorporating a very light-weight passive
magnetic shield. The passive magnetic shield is made of niobium with an inner lining of high-permeability
Metglas material. The niobium, superconducting at the bath operating temperature of 1.5 K, expels magnetic
fields interior to the can due to the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect. The Metglas directs any trapped flux remaining
on the inside away from the TESs. Initial 2D finite-element analysis of our original design predicted excellent
shielding, however we observed poor performance in the lab. After some study it was determined that 3D
asymmetries had to be taken into account in the shield design. Several design improvements were demonstrated
to work and are implemented in the current shield, seen in Figure 4g.

2.6.2 The Front End Assembly

The Front End Assembly (FEA) houses the TES microcalorimeter array, the first two SQUID stages of the time-
division multiplexer and two germanium resistance thermometers (GRTs), used to measure the temperature of
the FEA. Either GRT can be used for temperature control during operation of the instrument. The FEA is
mounted on the ADR’s cold stage as described in section 2.6.1 above. Since the mass of the cold stage has to be
kept low, the components inside the FEA are mounted on a gold-plated lightweight magnesium structure, which
forms the base of the focal plane. Figure 8 shows the Micro-X focal plane with its two independent read-out
chains.

Light-tight Connector

Flight Science-

Chain Cable

Magnesium Structure

TES Array

SQUID MUX Chips

Thermometer 

Mount

Kinematic Mount Clip

Figure 8. The Micro-X Front End Assembly (FEA).

The detector chip and the interface chips with the SQUID
stages each rest on three small tungsten carbide balls.
Beryllium-copper clips press the chips against each support
ball with a force of 0.16 N. The Si chips are shaped such
that this mounting scheme is kinematic, which ensures that
the chips are not subjected to any stress resulting from the
different thermal expansion coefficients of Si and Mg. Heat
sinking of the chips is performed with gold wire bonds, which
thermally couple the silicon substrate to the magnesium base
plate.

Electrical connections to the detector array, the SQUID
stages and the thermometers are made through two super-
conducting ribbon cables. The entire focal plane is covered
by a Mg lid. X-rays reach the TES array through infrared
filters described below.

2.6.3 Calibration Source

In-flight gain calibration is achieved by positioning an on-board source with known line energies in front of the
detector array. The source is located inside the superconducting shield within the cryostat. These calibration
lines (2.6 and 3.3 keV) are produced by fluorescing a KCl target using an 55Fe source. The calibration source
has been successfully assembled and calibrated with a CCD detector at MIT. A 0.1 mm thick layer of aluminized
mylar is used to stop electrons (released from the KCl due to the photoelectric effect) from reaching the detector.

2.6.4 Blocking Filters

A stack of 5 thin filters is required in the cryostat aperture to block visible and infrared radiation from the TESs,
while allowing X-rays to pass through. The filters are located at different temperature stages on the cryostat.
We use the same proven design that flew on the latest XQC flight. Filters will consist of 20 nm of aluminum
deposited on a 50 nm thick polyimide film. These are both deposited on a silicon filter holder with monolithic
silicon two-level meshes which lend support to the thin films. Fabrication of the flight filters is underway, and a
calibration setup and analysis pipeline has been established at MIT with engineering filters.
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Figure 9. Effective area curve for the mirror and filter optical system. The optics module for flights 1 and 2 is shown in
black, while the high-resolution optics module for future flights is shown in blue.

2.7 Mirror and Optical Bench

For the first two flights of Micro-X, the X-ray optics module from the Supernova X-Ray Spectrometer (SXS)
rocket payload (a GSFC sounding rocket instrument launched in 1988 to observe SN 1987A) will be reused.
The module was retrofitted with trimmed spare reflector foils from the Astro-E2 project, and were assembled
and tested in the X-ray Optics Lab at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Each quadrant was calibrated
optically. Subsequent tests on an X-ray beamline resulted in a measured half power diameter (HPD) of 2.4′.

After X-ray testing of the quadrants, the whole mirror was assembled for the adjustment of the focal point
convergence and optical axes parallelism. The focal points of the quadrants converge within an area of 0.1
mm2 at a focal length of 2100 ± 5 mm, and the optical axes were aligned within ± 0.5 arcmin. A quadrant of
the mirror was vibration tested with the Black Brant IX launch excitation spectrum. No significant change in
the quadrant’s frequency response, image quality or optical axis randomization was measured. The flight-ready
mirror is shown in Figure 4d.

The high fill factor of the thin-foil implementation maximizes the effective area obtained within the aperture
limitations of a sounding rocket. The measured effective area of the mirror is 300 cm2 at 1 keV and has a broad
energy response (Figure 9). This optics module achieves the desired science goals (see §3.3) while capitalizing
on equipment with a proven flight heritage.

The X-ray mirror is held in place by an optical bench made from aluminum beams (Figure 4a). In order to
prevent ambient electrons from being focused onto the detectors during flight, a magnetic broom was designed
installed on the optical bench. It uses eight Neodymium-iron-boron magnets with a dipole moment of 1.1 A m2

which effectively shield the detectors from electrons with energies as high as 100 keV.

For future targets our science case will be significantly enhanced by pairing our high spectral resolution
detector with a high spatial resolution mirror. Towards this end we have designed a new optics module with
five optic shells. These mirrors have a 2.5 meter focal length, a resolution of 30′′, and are coated with a layer of
rhodium for optimal efficiency over our bandpass (∼0.2–3 keV). These optics are full-shell electroformed nickel
replicated (ENR) mirrors.15,16 The effective area expected for these optics are also shown in Figure 9.

3. MICRO-X SCIENCE

3.1 Scientific Goals and Objectives

Much of the detailed physics of astronomical sources is accessible only through plasma diagnostics that require
moderate to high resolution spectroscopy (E/dE = R ≫ 20). High resolution spectra have long been available
at optical and radio wavelengths, but only very recently in the X-ray band, and even then, largely only for bright
point sources. For point sources, the Chandra and XMM-Newton grating spectrometers have demonstrated
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the power of R ≫ 20 spectroscopy in X-rays,17 ranging from measuring precise chemical abundances in stellar
coronae,18 to solidifying the cooling flow mystery in clusters of galaxies,19 and uncovering massive outflowing
winds in active galaxies.20 The dispersive nature of the high resolution spectrometers on Chandra and XMM-
Newton have sharply limited their use for sources with any significant angular extent. At best, the XMM RGS
spectra are an improvement over moderate resolution CCD spectrometers only if a source is more compact than
3′. Thus, virtually all of the brightest extended sources in the sky are inaccessible for detailed study at the
highest spectral resolution. It is this gap that will be filled by Micro-X.

The tremendous scientific potential of high-resolution spectroscopy is well established.17 For Micro-X, we
will focus primarily on two general scientific goals:

• Study the velocity structure of the emitting gas as imprinted in line energy shifts and line profiles.

• Perform plasma line diagnostics to constrain the properties of the plasma and enable inferences regarding
its temperature structure, ionization state and element abundances. We target the He-like triplets (these
provide strong constraints on the electron density, temperature, and ionization conditions) and the Fe L
emission line forest at energies between 0.7–1.4 keV (these dominate collisionally ionized solar-abundance
plasmas and provide powerful temperature diagnostics).

3.2 First Flight Science: Observing the Bright Eastern Knot of Puppis A

The first two flights of the Micro-X payload will target the bright, middle-aged galactic SNR Puppis A. This
remnant was identified as the product of a core-collapse explosion on the basis of fast-moving optical knots highly
enriched in O.21 The subsequent discovery of a neutron star associated with the remnant,22 measurement of its
high-velocity proper motion,23 and the recent measurement of its rotation period24 confirm the core-collapse
origin of Puppis A and add to its interest. Thirty years ago, Puppis A was the target of one of the earliest
successful high-resolution X-ray spectral observations with the Einstein Focal Plane Crystal Spectrometer.25–27

The observations were of limited energy range and sensitivity, and the spectra obtained were integrated over the
3′ × 30′ aperture size. Even so, these observations showed that Puppis A is a bright source of X-ray emission
lines of O and Ne.

As a middle-aged remnant, Puppis A straddles the division between young objects whose X-ray emissions
are dominated by their supernova debris, or ejecta, and older remnants that have lost all trace of their ejecta. In
spite of its estimated age of 4000 years, Puppis A is one of only a handful of remnants that shows fast-moving
ejecta in optical emission. Puppis A also shows evidence for X-ray emitting ejecta, with even the earliest Einstein
observations suggesting an overall O abundance enhancement.25,26 The CCDs on the ASCA X-ray Observatory
showed that Ne is particularly enhanced in the fainter western and southern regions of the remnant,29 and
Chandra observations near a complex of shocked interstellar clouds known as the Bright Eastern Knot also
showed regions of localized abundance enhancement.28

O and Ne ejecta are the unmistakable signature of massive progenitors that synthesize these elements hy-
drostatically during their lifetimes before the supernova explosion, while much of the Si ejecta was synthesized
explosively during the supernova itself. The abundance profile of all the elements in the ejecta help to constrain
the properties of the supernova progenitor, but it is the explosively synthesized ejecta such as Si and Fe deep in
the core of the exploding star that have the greatest potential to shed light on the supernova explosion itself.
This makes the identification of Si-emitting ejecta particularly interesting.

The focus of the Micro-X observation of the bright eastern knot (BEK), in the SNR Puppis A, is to study
the physics of a shock front interacting with very dense clouds of material, expanding on previous work.28 The
atomic emission line information gathered with Micro-X will compliment the observational studies performed
with Chandra and other instruments, and further our understanding of the characteristics of shocks in dense
environments. Micro-X will provide new tools to characterize the properties of shocks, such as their velocity, and
those of the plasma, including its density profile and post-shock temperature, through the study of thermal X-ray
emission. The complex interactions taking place at the BEK may also lead to the first solid detection of charge
exchange processes outside of the solar system. Figure 10 shows a simulation of a Micro-X BEK observation
fitting the Chandra BEK data to a model including charge exchange,30 then fitting that fake data with a VNEI
model without any charge exchange. As seen in the figure, the assumption of charge exchange clearly changes
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the observed Micro-X spectrum, and we expect our BEK observation to either find charge exchange or place
strong limits on its existence at the BEK.
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Figure 10. Simulated BEK observation with Micro-X assuming the ex-
istence of charge exchange. The Chandra BEK data28 was fit using an
absorbed variable-abundance non-equilibrium ionization plasma (VNEI)
model and an absorbed VNEI + VACX (variable abundance charge ex-
change) model. The “faked” data is from the VNEI + VACX fit, while
the red line is the VNEI-only model. There are clear incompatibilities
between the two models, demonstrating that Micro-X should be able to
detect charge exchange in the BEK if it is present or place strong limits
on its existence.

One of the key outstanding issues in
SNR science is the connection between these
objects and cosmic-ray (CR) acceleration.
Cosmic-ray hadrons are believed to carry
away a significant fraction of the explosion
energy and distribute it across the Galaxy,
yet we still lack clear evidence of their pro-
duction in SNRs, as well as a detailed un-
derstanding of the acceleration process and
its effects on the SNR plasma. The particle
acceleration process at the shocks of SNRs
is expected to modify the hydrodynamic
evolution of the object and the properties
of its thermal X-ray emission.31 Thus, the
Micro-X observation of the thermal X-ray
emission will provide a new window toward
our understanding of the mechanism of cos-
mic ray production, evidenced by the γ-ray
emission detected in the direction of the
remnant, and how it couples to the prop-
erties of the surrounding material and the
shock.

The characteristics of the thermal X-
ray emission from SNRs detected in γ-rays
have been used successfully to gain insight
into the cosmic ray acceleration process.
Studies of the hydrodynamic evolution and
the properties of the shocked medium and
ejecta have yielded important information
about CR production. The X-ray morphol-
ogy of Tycho’s SNR and SN 1006 indicates that the shock compression ratios in these objects have been modified
by the acceleration of cosmic ray ions,32,33 while comparisons of the postshock plasma temperatures and shock
velocities observed in SNRs 1E 0102.2-7219 and RCW 86 also point to a significant fraction of their explosion
energy being placed in relativistic particles.34,35 Most recently, hydrodynamic simulations of SNRs which in-
clude particle acceleration at the shock self-consistently, and calculate and track the non-equilibrium state of the
post-shock plasma through the evolution of the system, have used thermal X-ray emission as a key diagnostic
in understanding the observed broadband properties of some remnants. Such modeling and X-ray line emission
observed with the XMM-Newton EPIC cameras has been used36 to conclude that the γ-ray emission detected
with the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) in the direction of SNR CTB 109 is the result of a combination of
emission from accelerated leptons and hadrons. Ellison37 instead used the lack of line emission observed in RX
J1713.7-3946 as a constraint in their modeling, which suggests that its γ-ray emission is dominated by inverse
Compton radiation.

The bright eastern knot (BEK) in the SNR Puppis A represents an excellent laboratory for the study of the
interaction between SNRs and dense clouds of gas. Cosmic rays interacting with regions of high-density material
are expected to result in γ-ray emission from the decay of pions generated by proton-proton interactions. Hence,
studying a region of an SNR that appears to be propagating into a molecular or atomic cloud complex is partic-
ularly important when searching for signatures of CR acceleration, and in particular, clear signals of hadronic
emission. While TeV and GeV observations have revealed γ-ray emission from several SNR-molecular cloud
systems,38–40 X-ray emission from these objects is characterized by a centrally peaked morphology. Recently,
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observations with the Fermi-LAT revealed an unresolved γ-ray source, with detection significance > 14σ, with
emission centered on the eastern part of the Puppis A remnant. While the study of this region is ongoing, recent
preliminary work by our team suggests these γ-rays originate from cosmic ray hadrons accelerated at the shock
which are interacting with extremely dense material with which the shock is interacting.

A Chandra ACIS observation (see the left inset in Figure 1) allowed a spatially resolved spectral study of
the BEK.28 Using CCD-spectra, maps of temperature and abundance ratios of O and Ne were constructed to
illustrate variations in the nature and conditions of the shocked material in this area. Additionally, the high-
spatial resolution of Chandra revealed substructures in the shock-heated gas, which are somewhat similar to
those observed in laboratory laser experiments designed to model such conditions.28,41 Hence, these studies
identified cloud-shock interaction in a relatively mature stage of evolution.

The elements observed by Chandra and XMM-Newton–O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe–in the BEK have strong lines
well suited to be studied with Micro-X. The Chandra study of the region reveal structures on angular scales
smaller than 1′. However, the main morphological features appear to have sizes which are well-matched by the
modest angular resolution of the first Micro-X mirror and its field of view. Simulation based on the Chandra
spectrum of the entire knot gives about 27,000 counts in a 300 s Micro-X observation. The objectives of the
Micro-X observation of the BEK are: (1) use line broadening and ratios to obtain information about the dynamics
of elements in different regions of the shocked high-density cloud complex; and (2), use plasma diagnostics for
the various emission lines of each element to establish variations in the thermodynamic conditions of different
elements across the interaction region. Meeting these goals, we will be able to characterize the interaction region
between an SNR and a high-density cloud complex with spatially resolved high-resolution X-ray spectra for the
first time, and gain crucial insight into the nature of such systems, obtaining a very clear picture of the conditions
in a region where cosmic ray acceleration is known to be taking place.

3.3 Second Flight Science: Puppis A Ejecta Knot

The improved sensitivity and spectral resolution of the CCDs on the Suzaku X-ray Observatory have led to
the identification of a coherent, large-scale ejecta feature in “equivalent width”, or line/continuum images, of Si
emission in Puppis A,2 Figure 1(right inset). This roughly 8′×10′ region is located in the north/northeast region
of the remnant, somewhat farther out in radius than the optically-identified O ejecta. Much of the imprint of
the supernova explosion that formed Puppis A has been lost in the intervening 4000 years, but the fragments of
debris originating from deep within the star still hold valuable clues to understand the explosion.

The high velocities of the optically emitting ejecta (1500 km/s) and the high velocity recoil of the neutron star
(also ∼1500 km/s) suggest that X-ray emitting ejecta should also have high velocities. Indeed, XMM-Newton
observations of a small region corresponding to a bright optical ejecta feature known as the Ω knot (located at
the southeastern edge of our target Si ejecta knot within our FOV42) show evidence for blueshifted emission
lines corresponding to velocities of 1500-3000 km/s. They also show evidence for temperature and abundance
differences on 1′ angular scales. The Suzaku observations show that the large ejecta knot can be subdivided into
two parts, with the northern half dominated more strongly by Mg and Si than the southern half, in which the
O and Ne emission are relatively stronger. The element abundance maps obtained by Suzaku confirm that this
entire feature is enhanced not only in Si, but also in O, Ne, Mg, and possibly Fe.

All of the ejecta elements observed by Suzaku and XMM-Newton–O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe–have strong lines
that will be accessible to Micro-X. While Chandra observations of the region do show that there is some structure
on smaller angular scales, this 8′ × 10′ feature is overall well-matched to the modest angular resolution of the
initial Micro-X mirror and its field of view. A simulation based on the spectrum observed by Suzaku for the
entire knot yields about 17,000 counts in a 300 s Micro-X observation (Figure 1).

The goals of our Micro-X observation of the Si ejecta knot in Puppis A are to:

• Search for velocity shifts in the various emission lines and measure the line structures to obtain information
about the dynamics of the various ejecta elements.

• Perform plasma diagnostics for the various emission lines of individual elements to ascertain how similar
or different the thermodynamic states of the various elements are.

• Refine estimates of element abundances in the ejecta.
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Velocity and dynamics will give us direct information as to how well-mixed the ejecta are, and in particular,
whether there were any differences in the dynamics of the outlying O and Ne ejecta compared to the inner Si
and Fe ejecta. Although velocity shift measurements have been attempted with CCD spectra,42 those moderate
resolution spectra do not resolve individual lines so that the energy shift of any particular line is partly obscured
by the presence or absence of weak lines in the blend. This is especially true for supernova remnant plasmas, for
which the ionization state of the gas is still evolving toward equilibrium.

At the next level, we will study the thermodynamics of the plasma. The progress to ionization equilibrium
depends on both the density of the gas and the shock time, so that the ionization age serves as an important
indicator of the evolution of the remnant. Complexities in the temperature structure are also expected, as a
range of temperatures is indicated in Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Suzaku observations. In the case of the Fe L
lines, the mere identification of the L lines present in the spectrum gives a diagnostic of the range of temperatures
in the gas.

Finally, once the dynamic effects and the physical properties of the emitting gas are understood, the high
resolution Micro-X spectrum will provide the means to refine estimates of element abundances in the ejecta.
The detailed insights into the temperature and ionization structure are crucial to such an effort. Although the
ejecta knot is only a relatively small part of the total ejected material, its large physical scale suggests that it
may be a fair representation of the whole. The Micro-X observation would then enable a detailed comparison to
the nucleosynthesis predicted in core-collapse SN models.

Figure 1(bottom) shows a simulation of the Micro-X spectrum for µX-F1. Many individual lines from different
elements are visible. The inset shows the oxygen He-like triplet, with a 1500 km/s blueshifted version in dashed
blue, showing the power of Micro-X to both measure the triplet component fluxes and accurately measure line
velocities.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The Micro-X payload has been in development for several years and is nearing its first launch date. Our progress
has been slowed by a variety of integration issues that are not unheard of in the buildup of such a complex
payload. We anticipate a launch in January 2013, with another to follow within a year of the first. Both flights
will study the Puppis A supernova remnant, and will begin to deliver on the promise of high-spectral resolution
science for extended X-ray sources.
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